Frequent brain metastasis after chemotherapy and surgery for advanced esophageal cancers.
Brain metastasis, rarely observed as a tumor recurrence after curative surgery for thoracic esophageal cancers (TEC), has been increasingly observed with improvement of the clinical outcome of TEC. Records of 254 TEC patients who developed recurrent cancers after curative surgery during 1984-2002 revealed 11 patients (4.3%) with symptomatic brain metastasis, which were classified as five without extra-cranial disease (Brain type) and six with other metastatic diseases (Systemic type). Brain metastases were significantly associated with an advanced clinical stage and perioperative chemotherapy, which had been undergone by 73% of the brain metastasis patients, but only 23% for non-brain metastasis patients (p = 0.0008). Comparing to Systemic type, Brain type showed longer duration from esophagectomy to brain metastasis and tended to be more effective for perioperative chemotherapy. All Brain type but only two Systemic type brain metastases were removed by surgery. The average survival after brain metastasis was 17.7 months for the Brain type patients (two alive without tumor recurrence), but only 38.5 days for the Systemic type patients. The histological hallmark of Brain type metastasis was medullary tumor growth with mature tumor vessels, while Systemic type showed invasive tumor growth with naive capillaries. Postoperative brain metastasis in TEC patients is not rare, especially in an advanced clinical stage following perioperative chemotherapy. Surgical removal of brain metastasis might be the most promising treatment unless tumor metastasis in other organs is evident.